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Rock cello 

Pat Gelsinger takes the stage
20000+ in Vegas
His 6th VMworld
Thoughts and prayers for people in Texas impacted by floods

Science fiction becoming science fact
The exoskeleton from Alien is now a reality

What is the most profound change of them all?
Self-driving cars - From mind-blowing to mundane

Tech has left the nest

Digital media and entertainment surpassing traditional media 
digital retail only 10% or traditional retail

50% of IT is going into new customer experiences, 50% keeping the lights on

200+ years ago - 80% of Americans involved in agriculture
a lot less nowadays
Changing the quality of life
“read, write code, and [a]rithmetic”

Any device, any application, any cloud (with intrinsic security)

Centralisation to decentralisation
Cloud over the last decade as a force of centralisation
The edge forcing us back the other way (IoT)
“cloud-to-edge” - where the physical world meets the digital

Pulse IoT

Connecting people to apps and services

Workspace One - consumer simple but enterprise secure
- Apps and identity
- Management and security
- Desktop and mobile

Apple, Android, Samsung, Microsoft, Dell, Chromebooks
Today - announcing partnership with HP Inc
Dion Weisler
VMware’s Endpoint mgmt solution will be incorporated with HPi device-as-a-service 
offering



*Capital One - Jennifer Manry - https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-manry-0a63984/

Video - “Early footage from those first VMware sales calls”

Turned the DC into a private cloud
- Easy to deploy 
- Easy to manage
- Easy to secure

VMware Cloud Foundation version 2.2 - http://virtualgeek.typepad.com/virtual_geek/
2017/08/vmworld-2017-vxrack-sddc-20-and-vmware-cloud-foundation-22.html
vSAN ready node - http://virtualgeek.typepad.com/virtual_geek/2017/08/
vmworld-2017-making-diy-hci-easier-vsan-ready-nodes.html

vSphere 6.5
improved backup
vCenter HA

Public cloud?
Andy Jassy - CEO of AWS
VMWonAWS available now
Take the private cloud and move it to the public cloud 
Best of both worlds 

Cost effective

available today in one availability zone in the west region
will be moving to east coast as well and then internationally

Cloud strategy
1. make private cloud easy
2. deep partnerships with major cloud providers
3. expand vCloud Partner network

Consistent operations, consistent infrastructure

VMware Cloud Services
- discovery
- cost insight
- wavefront
- network insight
- NSX cloud
- AppDefense
- Workspace ONE

VMware Cloud 
- Consistent infrastructure across clouds
- consistent operations across any cloud
- richest network of VMware based global cloud service providers



- delivering IT agility while reducing complexity and risk 

*Medtronic - Karine Semmer - https://www.linkedin.com/in/karine-semmer-ba257073/

Networking central to everything we’re doing now
NSX
“From data centres to centres of data”
What vSphere was to the first 20 years of VMware, NSX will be to VMware for the 
next 10 - 20 years

*Sysco - Matt Nikolaiev - https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-nikolaiev-3425603/

Security
how do we protect our critical apps and data when things are mobile?

Cyber hygiene
- least privilege
- micro segmentation
- encryption
- multifactor authentication
- patching

Users, Devices, Network, Storage, Compute
“Chasing bad”
Ensuring good.

VMware AppDefense
Capture, Detect, Respond (automated)

Marc van Zadelhoff - IBM - https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcvanzadelhoff/

Cyber Hygiene
Integrated Ecosystem
Secure Infrastructure

*Red Cross video
Mobile organisation

Sanjay Poonen - https://www.linkedin.com/in/sanjaypoonen/

CIO priorities for spending
- cloud - modernise data centres, integrate public clouds
- mobile - empower the digital workspace
- security - transform networking and security

“Realise what’s possible”

Frank has a good technical overview of VMware on AWS that you can read here - 
http://frankdenneman.nl/2017/08/29/vmware-cloud-aws-technical-overview/




